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T
hemost remarkable properties of col-
loidal nanocrystals (NCs) arise from
effects such as the confinement of

the electromagnetic field (localized plas-
monic resonances) and/or of the charge
carriers (e.g., tunable band gap).1 Various
studies have shown that the realization,
within a single NC, of a nanojunction with
different materials, for example a metal and
a semiconductor, can lead to additional
interesting physical properties, thanks to
the enhancement of the electric field asso-
ciated with plasmonic resonances.2�6 Often,
however, in these “NC heterostructures” the
original properties of each individual do-
main are masked or evenmodified substan-
tially by the presence of defects at the
interface(s) between the various domains
and/or to interparticle charge transfer
processes.7,8 These effects can, for example,
quench the fluorescence of the semicon-
ductor domain and, in general, alter its optical
properties.9�12 It is well-known, for example,
that when a metal NC is brought in contact
with a semiconductor NC, the plasmon reso-
nance of the metal domain is broadened due
to dephasing at the interface13 and the fluo-
rescence quantum efficiency of the semicon-
ductor domain is quenched by fast charge
transfer.2 It is worth noting that, even in the

absence of a common interface, dipole
energy transfer can contribute to quenching
of the fluorescence, as shown by Kanemitsu
et al. in closely packed arrays of Au and CdSe
NCs10 and by Shevchenko et al. in binary
Au/CdSe superlattices.14

One typical example of metal�semi-
conductor heterostructures is represented
by Au/CdSe core/shell NCs.14 These NCs
were successfully employed by Ouyang
and collaborators to demonstrate ultrafast
spin control by optical Stark effect.15 Similar
structures have been investigated in the
context of photocatalysis8 and to tune elec-
trochromism and electroactivity in conduct-
ing polymers.16 Au/CdSe NCs are known to
have a very weak fluorescence quantum
yield: most likely, CdSe excitons dissociate
because the electrons migrate to the Au
domain, where they relax nonradiatively.16

This hypothesis was supported by the ob-
servation of electron�hole separation in
Au/CdSe dumbbells.2,17 Several groups were
also able to remove the positive charge from
the CdSe domain in these dumbbells by
adding a “hole scavenger” to the solution
and retaining the extra negative charge
in the Au domain for extended periods of
time.18,19 Mid-band-gap defect states in the
CdSedomainmight alsoprovide an additional
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ABSTRACT Metal�semiconductor nanocrystal heterostructures are model systems for

understanding the interplay between the localized surface plasmon resonances in the metal

domain and the relaxation of the excited carriers in the semiconductor domain. Here we report

the synthesis of colloidal Au2Cd (core)/CdSe (shell) nanocrystal heterostructures, which were

characterized extensively with several structural and optical techniques, including time-resolved

fluorescence and broad-band transient absorption spectroscopy (both below and above the CdSe

band gap). The dynamics of the transient plasmon peak was dominated by the relaxation of hot

carriers in the metal core, its spectral shape was independent of the pump wavelength, and the

bleaching lifetime was about half a picosecond, comparable with the value found in the AuCd seeds used for the synthesis.

KEYWORDS: colloidal nanocrystal heterostructures . plasmonic materials . plasmon bleaching dynamics . charge transfer .
fluorescence quenching . metal�semiconductor nanojunctions
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nonradiative decay channel, which could contribute to
quench the fluorescence.20�22 Interface defects could
also trap some of the carriers, an effect that is expected
to be more relevant in a core/shell type of geometry,
where the contact area between the Au and the CdSe
domains is proportionally much more extended than
in a Au/CdSe dumbbell.
Furthermore, to date, only a few synthetic routes for

the colloidal synthesis of intermetallic (i.e., alloy) NCs
have been published,23�25 even though the properties
of these intermetallic NCs have recently been the
subject of intensive study.26,27 In this context, we
report in the present work colloidal heterostructures
made of a core of Au2Cd alloy surrounded by a shell of
CdSe, synthesized via a one-pot approach developed
by us. The concept we exploited is to start from gold
NCs as seeds, which were converted to AuCd alloy NCs
as an intermediate step. Then, as soon as a Se precursor
was injected in the solution containing the AuCd NCs,
this triggered the formation of a CdSe shell. One
peculiarity of our synthesis method is that the Cd
atoms employed for the formation of the shell appear
to be supplied by the AuCd alloy NCs, with eitherminor
or no contribution at all from residual Cd species
present in solution. This assumption is supported by
the fact that, upon CdSe shell growth, the composition
of the core varied from AuCd to Au2Cd, then the shell
growth stopped spontaneously. Therefore, both the
initial AuCd core synthesis (starting from Au NCs and
evolving to AuCd NCs) and the following shell growth
are self-limited by the formation of Au�Cd alloy NCs
with two compositions that are particularly stable also
in the bulk, namely Au2Cd and AuCd. The AuCd NCs
were therefore acting as a reservoir of Cd atoms.
The advancements brought by our synthesis approach,

with respect to previously reported methods,28�32

include the following: (a) if the synthesis parameters
are carefully chosen, the formation of byproducts, such
as CdSe NCs that were usually observed in previously
reported cases, is reduced (in many cases, there is no
side formation of CdSe);28,29 (b) it yields a more sym-
metric core/shell structure when compared to the
dumbbell-like and dimer structures that were ob-
served in previous works;29 (c) the formation of AuCd
alloy NCs, as the first step toward the formation of core/
shell NCs, appears to minimize the formation of ag-
gregates of core NCs; (d) in our method, we could
prepare core/shell NCs with various core sizes.
We also note that, to date, there are very few

transient absorption studies on metal (or alloy) core/
semiconductor (shell) NCs.15,33 In an early report on a
system (Au/CdS) similar to ours, it was found that the
recovery dynamics of the core/shell NCs was slowed
down, on the picosecond time scale, with respect to
the bare Au particles.33 However, the limited time
resolution prevented the authors to probe the electron�
phonon time scale. Since the spectral features of the

individual Au2Cd and CdSe domains in our core/shell
NCs overlap in the visible range, in order to better
understand the hot electrons' relaxation dynamics of
these systems, we recorded transient absorption spec-
tra by pumping either below (800 nm) or above the
CdSe band gap (400 nm). We obtained similar spectral
shape and lifetime for the plasmon peak in both cases,
which indicates that most of the photons were ab-
sorbed by the Au2Cd core. By fitting the decay of the
transient absorption signal at the plasmon peak posi-
tion for different pump power levels, we extracted
a low-power limit of half a picosecond for the hot
electrons' relaxation lifetime. Almost the same relaxa-
tion time was found for the core/shell NCs and for the
AuCd NC seeds used for their synthesis. This observa-
tion indicates that in the Au2Cd/CdSe core/shell NCs
the relaxation of hot charge carriers is determined
mainly by their interaction with the bulk phonons,
while surface modes seem to play a minor role.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Synthesis and Characterization of AuCd Alloy NCs. The first
step in the synthesis of the core/shell NC reported in
this work was the preparation of AuCd alloy NCs. This
began from Au NC seeds, which were mixed together
with oleylamine, octadecene and stearic acid as stabi-
lizers and CdO as cadmium precursor and heated.30

The addition of CdO was critical: in its absence, all of
the Au NCs were unstable and aggregated as soon as
the temperature reached 230 �C. Instead, in the pre-
sence of CdO, most of the NCs remained stable in
solution, even at temperatures higher than 280 �C,
although a small fraction still precipitated in the form
of aggregates. These aggregates, which did not appear
to be involved in the following shell growth, were
mainly formed by Au2Cd NCs.30 It is worthy to under-
line that AuCd alloy NCs exhibited always a broader
size distribution than the one of the starting Au seeds,
caused by the high synthesis temperature, which
induced strong ripening.

As soon as the temperature of this solution was
increased to a critical threshold, optical absorption
spectra of aliquots taken from it and dispersed in
toluene indicated that the plasmon peak of the parti-
cles began shifting to the blue with respect to that of
the initial Au NCs.30 This shift reflected a change in the
dielectric function of the initial metal NCs, most likely
due to the formation of an alloy of Au with Cd.31 The
temperature at which this process was operative
scaled with the size of the initial Au NCs and ranged
from 180 to 240 �C. For example, for Au seeds of 9 nm
diameter, a variation in the optical spectra occurred
already at 180 �C, while for bigger Au seeds, higher
temperatures were required. When the plasmon
reached 450 nm, the alloying process was completed,
as confirmed by X-ray powder diffraction (XRD) analysis
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(Figure 1e,f). As a standard protocol, in all syntheses,
the solution was heated at 280 �C and kept at this
temperature during which the evolution in the optical
spectra was completed. At this point, once the plas-
mon reached 450 nm, either the solution was cooled
and the NCs were isolated and analyzed or a selenium
precursor solution was injected at 280 �C in order to
grow a CdSe shell (this second step will be discussed
later). In both cases, the samples were separated from
the insoluble aggregates prior to any analysis.

In the following discussion, we will focus on the
alloy NCs prepared starting from the 9 nm Au seeds.
The reader can refer to the Supporting Information for

additional details concerning the synthesis of alloy NCs
of other diameters. The structural characterization of
the resulting NCs was performed via high-resolution
transmission electron microscopy (HRTEM) imaging
and is reported in Figure 1. The measured lattice
parameters and crystal direction relationship were
consistent with the cubic AuCd phase where the Au/
Cd atomic ratio is 1:1. Chemical analysis of these NCs,
carried out with energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy
performed in scanning TEMmode (STEM-EDX), yielded
quantification characterized by an atom ratio of 1:0.94
Au/Cd using the Au and Cd LR lines, coherently with
the stoichiometry of the cubic AuCd phase34 (Figure 1d,

Figure 1. Survey TEM images of Au (a) andAuCdalloy (b) NCs. (c) HRTEM imageof a singleAuCdNC showing the typical lattice
planes (110) and (10�1) with d-spacing of 2.35 Å. (d) HAADF STEM image of AuCd NCs (above) and the corresponding EDX
spectrum (below) where the Cd LR and Au LR peaks are clearly recognizable. The Cu peaks come from the background signal
due to the copper TEM grid. The chemical composition is consistent with an atom ratio of 1:0.94 Au/Cd. (e) Static absorption
spectra of initial Au NCs (green) and resulting AuCd alloy NCs (blue). (f) XRD pattern of a cleaned sample of AuCd alloy NCs
(from which aggregates had been separated), along with the positions and intensities of bulk AuCd (ICSD Card No. 604362).
The broadening of the peaks is due to the small size of the NCs.
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bottom panel). The size analysis was performed via

high-angle annular dark-field STEM (HAADF STEM)
imaging and yielded an average diameter of 10 (
2 nm. A representative HAADF STEM image of AuCd
alloy NCs is shown in Figure 1d (top panel). We also
performed XRD analysis, with the resulting XRD pattern
exhibiting the peaks of the AuCd phase (Figure 1f).35,36

In the bulk, both 1:1 and 2:1 Au/Cd ratios represent
thermodynamically stable phase compositions for this
alloy.35,36 However, in our case, only the AuCd NCs did
not aggregate in solution, while the Au2Cd NCs pre-
cipitated out. Most likely, for the latter NCs, the surface
passivation by the surfactants present in the reaction
environment was not effective enough to stabilize
them in solution.

Synthesis and Characterization of Au2Cd/CdSe Core/Shell
NCs. As anticipated in the previous section, in order
to synthesize Au2Cd/CdSe NCs, as soon as the forma-
tion of AuCd alloy NCs was completed in the mixture
heated at 280 �C, a solution of selenium dissolved in
trioctylphosphine (TOP) was injected in the reaction
flask (see the Methods section for more details), after
which the temperature was allowed to recover to
280 �C. Upon injection, optical absorption spectra of
aliquots taken from the solution evidenced a red shift
of the plasmon peak (Figure 2d), which suggested a
CdSe shell growth on top of the alloy NCs. This was
confirmed by TEM (Figure 2a). In the following, we will
focus on one sample of Au2Cd/CdSe NCs, synthesized
using 9 nm Au seeds and under synthesis conditions
that yielded Au2Cd/CdSe NCs with an overall size of 15
( 2.4 (10( 2 nm for the core and 2.5( 1.8 nm the shell,
respectively). Additional data for syntheses performed
using other seed sizes or under different reaction
conditions are reported in the Supporting Information.

Crystal structure characterization via HRTEM of the
core/shell NCs indicated, for the cores, lattice para-
meters that were consistent with a hexagonal Au2Cd
phase (ICSD Card 659134) and for the shell a CdSe
wurtzite phase (ICSD Card 659134) (Figure 2b). More-
over, the two lattices (that of the Au2Cd core and that of
the CdSe shell) were epitaxially related: as clearly
shown in Figure 2b, the hexagonal Au2Cd core do-
mains were delimited by peripheral {102} facets,
which formed angles of 93� and 87� with each other.
These Au2Cd{102} facets also constituted the epitaxial
interfaces for the heterogeneous growth of hexagonal
CdSe shells, which maintained the same angular rela-
tionship of the original Au2Cd{102} facets. For this
reason, the Au2Cd/CdSe heterostructures had a quasi-
cubic morphology when observed along the Au2Cd-
[010]zone axis, as shown in Figure 2b.30 A STEM-EDX
line profile, performed across a group of core/shell NCs,
revealed the Au, Cd and Se elemental distribution
(Figure 2c), while STEM-EDX chemical quantification
yielded atomic ratios of Au/Cd equal to 2:0.9 for the
cores and Cd/Se equal to 1:1 for the shells.33 XRD

analysis confirmed the presence of both Au2Cd and
CdSe phases (Figure 2e).

We tried to tune the shell size of the Au2Cd/CdSe
NCs by varying the synthesis conditions. However,
any attempt to achieve larger shell thicknesses, for
example by increasing the amount of Se/TOP solution
injected and/or the amount of CdO used (in the first
step), ended up in the side nucleation of separate
CdSe NCs (see Figures S3 and S4 of the Supporting
Information). On the other hand, a comparison be-
tween several samples differing in the size of the
starting AuCd seeds did not evidence a clear difference
in the shell thickness of the final Au2Cd/CdSe NCs as
the difference within the experimental data was within
the experimental error. However, most likely, the Cd
atoms employed for the shell growth were those
supplied from the initial AuCd alloy NCs, with either
minor contribution or no contribution at all from
residual Cd species present in solution. This was further
supported by the variation of the Cd stoichiometry in
the NC cores during shell growth, which decreased
from AuCd to Au2Cd, after which the shell growth self-
arrested.36 The volume variation of a single AuCd NC
when 50% of Cd atomswere extracted to form a Au2Cd
NC is 37%. This variation produces a size decrease
of about 11% which is comparable with the size
dispersion.33 The exact mechanism governing this
process is unclear: the diffusions of Cd atoms toward
the outer regions of the NCs could be activated either
by the formation of a Se-rich layer in the peripheral
regions of the NCs and/or by a diffusion of Se species
a few nanometers inside the AuCd NCs.

In the core/shell NCs, the optical absorption spectra
exhibited a red shift of the plasmon peak with respect
to that of the AuCd seeds, as highlighted above. There
are two main causes for such a red shift. One effect is
related to the different dielectric environment felt by
the NC cores after a CdSe shell is grown on them:
initially, the cores, contained in an aliquot extracted
from the reaction flask, were diluted in toluene
(refractive index equal to 1.5). Upon shell growth, the
cores were embedded in a material with much higher
refractive index (between 2.6 and 2.7 for the bulk
hexagonal phase of CdSe).37 This change in dielectric
environment would already account for a red shift of
around 50 nm in the plasmonic response. The other
effect is clearly related to the change in stoichiometry
of the core, from AuCd to Au2Cd, which influences its
dielectric function and brings it closer to that of gold.

Disentangling these two contributions to the opti-
cal response, in the present case, is not trivial, first of all
because there is no literature data on how the di-
electric function of a Au�Cd alloy depends on its
relative composition. As a first approximation, it would
be tempting to neglect interband transitions and to
assume that the stoichiometry of the Au�Cd alloy
NCs is what mainly affects the plasmon resonance
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frequency, via a change in the free electron density. If,
for simplicity, we assume that each Au atom contri-
butes with one free electron and each Cd atom con-
tributeswith two electrons, it would be straightforward
to estimate the free electron density, given the known
values for the lattice constant of the specific alloy
under study. Then, the Drude model and the Mie
theory could be used to calculate the expected varia-
tion of the surface plasmon resonance, in function of
the stoichiometry of the core. In the case of Au2Cd/
CdSe core/shell NCs, however, the surface plasmon

resonance is in a frequency range where interband transi-
tions are dominant.31 A more accurate model would be
needed,which shoulddescribehow thedielectric function
of a Au�Cd alloy NC is affected by the stoichiometry.

It is nonetheless worthy of note that, differently
from some previous reports on Au/CdSe and Au2Cd/
CdSe core/shell NCs, in which the Au plasmon was
almost suppressed by the presence of the CdSe
shell,29,38 our samples preserved a pronounced plas-
monic peak. As it can be noticed from Figure 2d, the
plasmon peak of the Au2Cd/CdSe core/shell NCs was

Figure 2. (a) Survey TEM image of Au2Cd/CdSe core/shell NCs. (b) HRTEM image of a single Au2Cd/CdSe core/shell NC
exhibiting the characteristic (102) and (002) lattice planes of hexagonal Au2Cd, in the core, with measured d-spacings of 1.74
and 2.4Å, respectively, and the (100) and (002) lattice planes of hexagonal CdSe, in the shell, withmeasuredd-spacings of 3.72
and 3.5 Å, respectively. (c) Survey HAADF STEM image of a group of Au2Cd/CdSe core/shell NCs. Both CdSe shells (faint
contrast) andAu2Cd cores (bright contrast) are visible. EDX line profile (red line) exhibits Au, Cd, and Se distribution across the
cores and the shells along the horizontal direction. (d) Static absorption spectra of Au (green), AuCd (blue), and Au2Cd/CdSe
(red) samples. (e) XRD pattern of the Au2Cd/CdSe sample, along with the bulk positions and intensities of Au2Cd (ICSD Card
No. 109113) and CdSe (wurtzite, ICSD Card No. 659134).
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asymmetric. Since the CdSe absorbance was basically
negligible for wavelengths above its band gap (590 nm),
the relatively large absorbance of the core/shell samples
above 600 nm could originate from the presence of
contributions from mid-band-gap defect states in the
red side of the spectrum.

Time-Resolved Optical Characterization. Figure 3 shows
the fluorescence time decays of core/shell NCs
(λ= 630 nm, right panel) and of a control sample of CdSe
NCs (λ = 550 nm, left panel, note the compressed time
scale). In the figure, the long raise time of the fluores-
cence signal was due to the time jitter of the streak
camera. First, the fluorescence from the CdSe shell in
the Au2Cd/CdSe heterostructures was quenched. This
was expected because the metal�semiconductor
junction provides a nonradiative decay channel for
the carriers that are photoexcited in the CdSe shell.
The core/shell signal could be fitted with two expo-
nential decays: 40 ( 3 and 480 ( 30 ps. The time
constants of the reference CdSe sample were longer:
1200 ( 100 and 59 ( 4 ns. As was mentioned in the
introduction, according to previous published works,
the main cause of the fluorescence quenching in
Au2Cd/CdSe NCs should be electron transfer from
CdSe to the metal domain.39 We verified this by
comparing the lifetime of the core/shell NCs with the
lifetime of CdSeNCs, with the samevolume as the CdSe
shell in the core/shell NCs (Figure 3).

Transient absorption spectra of the core/shell
NCs contain information on both Au2Cd and CdSe
domains, as well as on the interaction between them.
If the two domains are spatially separated, the dipole�
dipole energy transfer is the dominant interaction.
If they are in contact, as in the present case, charge
transfer and delocalization of free carriers can occur. In
particular, the relaxation of the quantum confinement
in Au/CdSe heterostructures has been proposed to
explain the bleaching of both excitonic and plasmonic
features in these systems.13 To interpret transient
absorption spectra in the present core/shell NCs, it is
useful to comparemeasurements performedwith apump
wavelength bothbelow (800 nm) and above (400 nm) the
band gap of CdSe. A below-band-gap pump excites only
the core of the NCs and an above-band-gap one excites
both core and shell simultaneously. Figure 4 reports

the transient spectra with pump at 400 nm (inset a) and
800 nm (inset d). The curves at different time delays are
stacked one on the top of the other and are color-
coded for ease of comparison. The overall shape of the
transient spectra did not depend on the pump wave-
length, meaning that the main contribution to the
signal originated from the Au2Cd core. In particular,
both the central peak position (495 nm) and the width
of the transient plasmon peak did not depend on the
pump wavelength (whether 400 or 800 nm). It can be
noticed that in both cases the positive peak was
initially asymmetric, then it shifted to the red and
becamemore symmetric. In general, this can be caused
by an intrinsic effect or by sample inhomogeneity. In
the first case, one possibility is that the observed shift
of the transient absorption peak between 490 and
530 nm is caused by energy transfer between the hot
electrons photoexcited in the Au2Cd core and either
interface states or excitons generated in the CdSe shell.

However, it can be expected that sample inhomo-
geneity contributes at least partially to the overall
shape of the transient plasmonic peak. Indeed, parti-
cles of different core size or in which the core is nested
differently inside the CdSe shell can have different
plasmon peak positions and different plasmon bleach-
ing relaxation times. We note, however, that, by statis-
tical analysis of TEM images, we did not detect partially
coated nor unreacted AuCd seeds in the sample solu-
tion. If uncoated particles were present in the solution,
they would have caused in addition a time-dependent
change in the plasmon peak profile. Indeed, coated
and uncoated particles have not only different plas-
mon frequencies but also different relaxation times
because of their different heat conductivity.

Figure 3. Time-resolved fluorescence signals of Au2Cd/
CdSe NCs recorded at 630 nm (left panel) and of CdSe NCs
recorded at 550 nm (right panel).

Figure 4. Transient absorption spectra of core/shell NCs
measured with pump wavelengths corresponding to (a)
400 nm and (d) 800 nm. The various color shades refer to
different time delays. Slices of transient spectra at the peak
wavelength are reported in (b) and (e), together with fit
lines. (c,d) Pump power dependence of the rise and decay
times, obtained by fitting the data shown in (b) and (e).
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The plasmon bleaching decay times were esti-
mated by fitting the transient absorption signals at
the plasmon peak (see Figure 4b�e) and repeating the
procedure for different power levels (this is necessary
because the specific heat of free electrons is propor-
tional to their temperature; see ref 40). In order to fit the
data, we used a pulse function obtained as convolution
of a Gaussian and a double exponential.41 Figure 4c�f
reports the fitted time constants as a function of the
pump power. It can be seen that the decay times are
comparable for 400 and 800 nm pump wavelengths.
This is different from what was previously observed in
similar systems. Kobayashi et al. observed, for example,
a wavelength-dependent transient absorption signal
in Au/PbS core/shell NCs. However, in their case, the
contribution from the shell was more significant than
in our case.42 In theory, for the 400 nm pump, one
could expect a transient blue shift of the plasmon
resonance due to the transfer of photoexcited elec-
trons from the CdSe shell to the Au2Cd core.43 Prob-
ably, this effect is not observable in our system, where
most photons are absorbed by the Au2Cd core (see
Figure 2d) and the number of carriers that are photo-
generated in the CdSe is very small. An optically thicker
CdSe shell could contribute more photocarriers and
lead, after charge transfer, to an observable plasmon
shift.44

By extrapolating the fitted decay times to zero
pump power, it was possible to estimate a low-power
limit lifetime for the plasmon decay.40 We obtained 0.6
( 0.1 ps for themeasurements at 400 nm and 0.6( 0.1
ps for those at 800 nm. These values are similar to what
we found for the AuCd seeds and are consistent with
previously published values for Au NCs.45�47 However,
a precise comparison is not trivial. In these systems, the
wave function of the core electrons can extend inside
the shell region,13 and the electrons that are photo-
excited in the core could also relax by exchanging
energy with CdSe electronic excitations. Therefore, we
argue that, in these systems, the plasmonic bleaching
lifetime can be more correctly understood as a lower
limit for the electron�phonon coupling in the Au2Cd
core. The electron�phonon relaxation time is similar in
NCs and in the bulk, except for very small NCs, where
the spill-out effect reduces the measured lifetime.45

In metal NCs, in addition to the standard electro-
n�phonon coupling found in bulk,45 hot electrons
relax via breathing acoustic phonon modes,48 as can
be evidencedby single-particlemeasurements.40 Since

the shell and the core in our system have different
elastic constants, the frequencies of the breathing
modes are expected to be different for NC seeds and
for core/shell NCs. It is therefore peculiar that the
electron�phonon coupling time seems to be unaf-
fected by the shell. In similar experiments by our group,
performed on Au/FexOy core/shell NCs, we found a
significant difference of the electron�phonon cou-
pling in the core/shell sample with respect to that of
Au NCs, the core/shell NCs relaxation being twice faster
than for the Au NCs.41 We therefore conclude that the
hot relaxation dynamics in Au2Cd/CdSe core/shell NCs
is dominated by the coupling with bulk phonons, with
the interface playing a minor role, at least on the
picosecond time scale.

CONCLUSIONS

We have reported the synthesis of core/shell NCs,
consisting of a Au2Cd core and a CdSe shell. These
were obtained starting from AuCd alloy seeds, upon
their reaction with a Se precursor, which triggered the
extraction of part of the Cd atoms from the AuCd core,
and led to the formation of a CdSe shell. We extensively
characterized the seeds and the core/shell NCs and
measured the plasmon bleaching dynamics via broad-
band transient absorption spectroscopy. The transient
plasmonic peak of the core/shell NCs was initially
asymmetric, then evolved in time and became more
symmetric and red-shifted after a fewpicoseconds. The
plasmon bleaching lifetime was about 0.6 ps, regard-
less of whether the excitation was below or above
the CdSe band gap. This opens up the possibility of
tuning the optical properties of the shell without
affecting the plasmonic response of the core and
represents an important advancement toward the
realization of devices combining plasmonic and semi-
conductor nanostructures.
The use of gold nanorods as seeds in the synthesis of

Au2Cd/CdSe core shell structures, though challenging,
would be of interest for a better understanding of
these core/shell systems since their longitudinal plas-
mon frequency can be tuned below the threshold for
the onset of the interband transition of Au2Cd. Un-
fortunately, preliminary experiments in our lab showed
that the synthesis of AuCd nanorods (NR), starting from
a Au NR, is so far hindered by the fast aggregation of
the AuNR at the temperatures required for the alloying
process. Work is in progress in our laboratories to try to
overcome these issues.

METHODS

Synthesis of AuCd NC Alloy and Au2Cd(Core)/CdSe(Shell). AuCd NCs
and Au2Cd(core)/CdSe(shell) NCs were sequentially synthesized
by using gold NCs as initial/starting seeds. The latter were
prepared according to literature procedures.30 In a typical

synthesis of 10 ( 2 nm AuCd alloy NCs, in a three-neck flask,
1.5 mL of 1-octadecene, 50 mg of stearic acid and 5 mg of
cadmium oxide were degassed and heated in order to form
cadmium stearate. After cooling the solution to 65 �C, 6 mL of
oleylamine and 1.5 mL of a solution of 9 ( 2 nm Au NCs in
hexane (concentration of gold atoms was equal to 9.13 mM)
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and the hexane was evaporated for 120 min at 65 �C under
vacuum. The solution was finally heated to 280 �C, and aliquots
were collected from time to time; they were diluted in toluene,
and the optical absorption spectra were recorded. Once the
solution reached 280 �C and the plasmon reached 450 nm, the
flaskwas cooled to room temperature as fast as possible and the
NCs were precipitated by addition of methanol. After washing,
particles were dispersed in toluene and centrifuged for 5 min at
1000 rpm in order to remove aggregates. The final solution was
used for further characterization.

In order to synthesize Au2Cd(core)/CdSe(shell) NCs, the
same procedure described above was repeated but was not
stopped at the formation of the AuCd alloy NCs. Instead, as soon
as this was completed in themixture heated at 280 �C, 300 μL of
trioctylphosphine/Se solution (32 g/L of Se, obtained by dissol-
ving Se powder in trioctylphosphine) was injected in the flask,
and the resulting mixture was allowed to react for 5 min. As for
the synthesis of AuCd alloy NCs, particles were collected by
centrifugation and aggregateswere discarded by centrifugation.30

Structural and Morphological Characterization. The morphological
characterization of the NCs was carried out via transmission
electron microscopy (TEM) using a JEOL JEM 1011 microscope
working at an accelerating voltage of 100 keV. High-resolution
TEM (HRTEM) and high-angle annular dark-field (HAADF) in
scanning TEM mode (STEM) measurements were performed
with a JEOL JEM-2200FS microscope equipped with a field
emission gun working at an accelerating voltage of 200 kV
and a CEOS spherical aberration corrector of the objective lens
allowing to reach a spatial resolution of 0.9 Å. The chemical
composition of the NCs was determined by energy-dispersive
X-ray spectroscopy (EDX) analysis performed in STEM mode
with a JED-2300 Si(Li) detector, using an electron probe of 0.7 nm
and the Cliff-Lorimer method for the elemental quantifications.

XRD measurements were performed on a Rigaku SmartLab
X-ray diffractometer operating at 40 kV and 150 mA. The
diffractometer was equippedwith Cu source and a Gobelmirror
in order to have a parallel beam, and it was used in 2θ/Ω scan
geometry for the acquisition of the data. Specimens for XRD
measurement were prepared in the glovebox by dropping a
concentratedNC solutiononto a zerobackground silicon substrate.

Optical Characterization. Steady-state optical absorption
spectra were recorded in toluene using a Varian Cary 5000
UV�vis�NIR spectrophotometer, with 1 cm quartz cells. Tran-
sient absorption measurements were performed with a femto-
second pump�probe setup (Coherent Micra and Legend:
central wavelength 800 nm, bandwidth 30 nm, pulse duration
60 fs, repetition rate 1 kHz) as previously described.41 Spot sizes
were 1 mm for the pump and 0.5 mm for the probe. Part of the
laser output was frequency doubled and used as pump, and
part was focused into a 3 mm sapphire plate to produce the
supercontinuum probe beam. All samples were loaded in 1mm
quartz cells, and the group velocity dispersion was numerically
compensated for theprobebeam.Time-resolved fluorescencemea-
surements were performed using a streak camera (Hamamatsu
C5680), optically synchronized with the laser and coupled with a
monochromator. The sample was stored in 1 mm quartz cell and
excited by a 400 nmbeamnear normal incidence. The fluorescence
was collectedwith a 10 cm lens at normal incidence from the same
side as the excitation and refocused with an identical lens to the
entrance slit of the monochromator.
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